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I had long been a fan of Jane Roberts and the Seth material since high school, eagerly reading the material

and doing my best to understand it and apply it to my life. In 1996, the sudden death of my brother, who was

only 43,  reinvigorated my quest to understand more about the nature of this reality we find ourselves in. I

attended my first Seth conference later that year. That was where I met Gwendolyn, who invited me to come

to a session and meet Peter, Jan, Kay, and the Awakening Tribe.

I was a bit anxious about it, but how could I not take advantage of a chance to meet an entity-not-in-form

after all the years of studying Seth?

That was 25 years ago and I am still studying regularly with Peter, Jan, and Kay. I have had more wonderful

adventures with them, both in my body and out, than I can write about here. One of the most amazing was

during the trip to Chaco Canyon when I experienced flying like a bird out over the canyon. It was a short,

sweet flight that I have never forgotten and continues to inspire me to this day.

But even more sweet than flying is the unconditional love and acceptance that I receive from Kay and Jan

every time I am with them. This was a new thing for me when I first met them, and something I will cherish to

the end of my days. They have been there for me and walked with me through the most trying times of my

life, and I am ever grateful to them and to Peter’s teachings in helping me come through those times to a

more beautiful and peaceful life.

I still find the material inspiring and challenging, and most of all, fun! I often revisit that long ago flight and

take that feeling of freedom out into my day to uplift me in the adventure of feeling into what might be right

around the next bend. We are so much more powerful than we understand, and Peter helps me to come

more deeply to that Knowing every day.

With deepest love,

Katherine/Kackie/Lassiter


